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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
This paper is concerned with an investigation of the following situation. G is a 
finite group which contains an elementarqt abelian subgroup M of order p” such 
that any two non-identity elements of M are conjugate within G. 
Such an investigation was initiated by A. Fomyn in [4]. In extending his 
results, we have used different techniques which simplify his proofs. Conse- 
quently, everything is proved from scratch. Fomyn’s results are included in 
Section 2. 
Our principal results are in two areas. One leads to a classification of the 
groups, PSL(2, 2n). The other is concerned with the case that M is a normal 
subgroup of G. In this latter situation we exhibit strong relationships between 
centralizers of non-identity elements of M and the inertial groups of irreducible 
characters of M. 
Our notation follows the books of W. Feit, [3], and D. Gorenstein, [5]. 
Let, Irr(G) = {xi 1 1 < i < h), where x1 = lo , the principal character of G, 
1 # m E M and 0 E Irr(M), where 0 # lM, the principal character of M, 
g, -G g, denote that g, is conjugate tog, within G. 
2. INITIAL RESULTS 
THEOREM 2.1. xi(l) = (p” - l)fi + Ki, wherefi = (x* IMM, O), = (x”(l) - 
XYWP” md h, = (xi IM, I,), = (xi(l) + (P” - 1) xi(m))/p”. 
Proof. By definition, 
(xi Iw t eh = (1/l M 1) &X'(g) e(g). 
1 This paper formed part of the author’s Ph.D. thesis, University of Keele, U. K., 1974. 
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Because 6(l) = 1, 1 MI =p” and xi is constant onthe non-identity elements 
of M, this reduces to
(xi IM > %f = (XV) + xw c m)/Pn. 
l#L7a4 
Now, (1~ > '4, = LM B(g) = 0. Consequently, CIZsEM B(g) = - 1. Therefore 
(xi Ihf , eh = (XV) 7 xi(4>/P” = fi , say- 
Similarly, 
(xi IM , ~MM)M = WI M I) g;’ x’(g) l&d 
= (xi(l) + (P” - 1) x”(~))/P~ = ki > say. 
Now 1 Irr(M)I = 1 Hom(M, C)l = pn. Noting that fi is independent of 8 we 
have the desired result that ii( 1) =, ( p" - 1) fi + k, . 
Fomyn obtained the result that x”(l) = (pm - 1) fi + ki , though e did not 
observe either (xi IM , e), = fd or (xi IM , lM)M = ki . He also assumed that 
MC = G. We now give asimplified verification of some formulas obtained by
Fomyn. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Fomyn) 
(i) xi(m) = KS - fi 
(ii) pn&fixi(l) = I G I 
(iii) pn & k&( 1) = 1 G 1 
(iv) pznC&lfa2 = IG I + I G(m)1 
(v) P”“C;L ki2 = I G I + (P” - 1Y I Cc(m)l 
(vi) pnn Cklf&i = I G I - (P” - 1) I GWI 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1, 
ki - fi = (xi(l) + (P” - 1) xW)/p” - (xi(l) - x”(m>)/p” = x”(m). 
By the standard orthogonality relationships, & xi(l) f(m) = 0. So, by 
Theorem 2.1, &, xi(l)(x”(l) - pnfi) = 0. Now, & (xi(l))2 = 1 G I. SO, 
p"E;Jixi(l) = I G I. Now, 0 = C:z, x”(1) xi(m) = &, $(l)(ka - f<), by 
Theorem 2.2(i). Therefore, P”2-1 k,xi( 1)= p” C;=, fix”(l) = 1 G I. 
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Now m NG m-l. So, Cf=, (xi(m))” = / Cc(m)/. Theorem 2.1 gives, 
I Cc(m)1 = i (xi(l) - PnYd2 
i=l 
= jYl (XV)>” - w j$ XV)fi + Pzn 5 fi” 
i=l 
Consequently, by Theorem 2.2(ii) we have, 
pzn i fi” = I G I + I G(m)l. 
t=1 
Theorem 2.1 also gives xi(m) = ( pnhi - xi(l))/( p” - 1). So, 
1 CC(m)1 = i (xi(m)>” 
i=l 
Thus, by Theorem 2.2(iii), we have 
pzn i hi2 = 1 G I + (p” - 1)2 1cc(m). 
i=l 
Finally, / Go(m)1 = & (ki - fi)’ = & hi2 - 2 & h,fi f cf=l ft. SO, 
2p2” &, kif~ = p2% &, kt + pzn cf=, f: - p2” I Go(m)/. Whence 
P2” CfL hifi = I G I - (P” - 1) I cG(m)le 
COROLLARY 2.3. (Fomyn) If the order of a ‘Sylow p-subgroup ofC,(m) is not 
greater than p@-l), then it is a Sylow p-subgroup ofG. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.2(iv). 
COROLLARY 2.4. (Fomyn) If fi is an odd integer for 2 < i < h, then p = 2 
and M is a Sylow p-subgroup ofG. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.2(v) and Theorem 2.2(vi) we obtain 
P i Wj -fd = (P2” - 13 I CG(m)l. 
i=l 
Now x1 is the principal character of G. So, k, = 1 and fi = 0. So, p2” + 
p2” cF=, ki(kj - fi) = ( pzn - p”) I C,(m)l. Since ( pzn - p”) is even and 
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k,(ki - fi) iseven because fi s odd, we have that p = 2. The highest power of 2 
to divide the left hand side of the above equation is 22n. Consequently, the highest 
power of two to divide /C,(m)1 is 2”. By Corollary 2.3, aSylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(m) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Since j M 1 = 2” and M C Co(m), the proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.5. M is a normal subgroup of G ;f and only if fiki = 0, for 
1 <i<h. 
Proof. We observe that M 4 G if and only if / Cl(m)] = pa - 1, where 
Cl(m) is the conjugacy class of G containing VZ. Noting that fi and ki are non- 
negative integers for 1 < i < h, the result follows from Theorem 2.2(vi). 
3. M IS A NORMAL SUBGROUP OF G 
Throughout his ection we consider the situation that M is a normal subgroup 
of G. We recall that for 19 EIrr(M) and g E G we may define 6s E Irr(M) by 
P(h) = B(ghg-l) for h E M. Further, the inertial group of 0, denoted by I(e) is 
{g 1 g E G, eg = ej. w e s h ow that here xist strong relationships. between I(B) 
and C,(m). We first prove an introductory result of independent interest. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a normal subgroup of G. Then there is a bijection 4 
between the sets {fi 1 fi # 0} and {c 1 P E Irr(l(@), 0 E p lM}. Moreover, +:fi -+ 5i 
implies that fi = p( 1). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5 we have that fi # 0 = ki if and only if xi is such 
that M $ ker($). Suppose fi # 0. Then xi IM = fi xi Bj, where {P} = Irr(M)\ 
{l,+,M). By restricting xi to I(0) we may select a p E IrrQ(f3)) such that p E xi jrts) 
and OEpIlcl. Then, from [3, p. 531, we see that p* = xi, where p* is the 
character ofG obtained by inducing p up to G. Because c E Irr(l(0)) we have 
that p I,+, = p(l)e. Consequently, by [3, p. 531 p(l) = fi . 
We define $ by 4: fi --f p. Because p is the unique character of1(e) with the 
above properties, 4 iswell defined and an injection. However, given an p E Irr(l(0) 
such that 0 E c licI we can reverse the above process to obtain a corresponding 
fi . Therefore, 4 is a bijection. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a normal subgroup of G. Then 1 C,(m)/ = 1 I(e 
Proof. Select a 1 E Irr(l(B)) such that f3 E 5 IM. Then, by Theorem 3.1 and 
from [3, p. 531 it is easily seen that for some xi E Irr(G) we have 
c* = xi and it(l) =fi . (3.2.1) 
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By definition, 5*(m) = (l/i I(O CIEG {@g-l). Because any two non-identity 
elements ofM are conjugate within G we have, 
c*(m) = (1 cG(m)l/l I@>l) c 6(mk), (3.2.2) 
k 
where (mk} are the non-identity elements ofM. But [ IM = [( l)O and XI, O(mlc) = 
-1. Therefore & [(mk) = --t(l). By Theorem 2.2 and (3.2.1), we have 
c*(m) = xi(m) = -fi = --S(l). Comparing with (3.2.2) we see that ]Cc(m)1 =
1 I(e)]. We now restrict theaction fG upon M to p’-automorphisms and obtain 
the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose M is a normal subgroup of G and is contained in the 
center ofa Sylow p-subgroup. Then, to each non-principal ch racter P E Irr(M) 
there exists 1 # m, E M such that I(&) = Co(mi), and conversely. 
Proof. Suppose tP is a non-principal rreducible character of M. Let M = 
(gi) x ker(@), where (g,) = w, w a primitive pthroot of unity. Itis easily seen 
that I(F) C NG(ker(B”)) andthat for g EI(B~), g g = g&, where K E ker(&). 
Consequently, [M I(@)] C ker(P). S ince M is contained inthe center of a 
Sylow p-subgroup, we may apply Theorem 5.2.3 of [5], to obtain M = 
W, WI x C,(W>). C onsequently, gi may be selected such that I(e) C CG(gi). 
This particular v lue of gi is our desired mi. By Theorem 3.2 we see that 
I(&) = cG(mi). c onversely, given 1# mi E M, we may apply Theorem 5.2.3 
Of [5] to obtain M = [M, co(mi)] X cM(Co(mi)). LetCM(Co(mi)) = (mi) X KI 
and also let K, = [M, Cc(mi)] x KI . If we define Bi by &(mJ = w and 
B”(k) = 1 for each KE K, , then it is easily seen that CG(m,) C I(@). By Theorem 
3.2, we reach the desired conclusion that Cc(mi) = I(@). 
We now assume that M is a normal Sylow p-subgroup and obtain formation 
concerning the relationship between 1(0)/M and the set {fi 12 < i < h}. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose M is a normal Sylow p-subgroup of G and that 
{fi 1 2 < i < r} are the only non-zero fi’s. Then {fi 12 < i < r} are the degrees 
of the non-principal irreducible characters of I(e)/M. 
Proof. If t; EIrr(l(0)) is such that 0E [ I,+,, , then 5 I,,,, = t(l)& By Theorem 
3.1 we see that here are r - 1 such 5’s denoted by (5” I2 < i < Y} and that 
p(l) = fi , where 2 < i < r. Let {h,} = Irr(I(B)/M). By Theorem 3.3 there 
exists anm EM such that I(e) = C,(m). M oreover, by considering theproof 
of Theorem 3.3 we see that m may be chosen such that e(m) = w, a primitivepth 
root of unity. Note that he {p I 2 < i < r are precisely theirreducible charac- } 
ters of I(O) such that ker(8) C ker(p) and p(m) = e( I)w, for 2 < i < Y. 
Now M is a normal Sylow p-subgroup ofI(O). So, by the Schur-Zassenhaus 
Theorem [S, Theorem 6.2.11, M has a complement K in I(O). Also noting that 
m E 2(1(O)) we see that here is a well defined bijection 4 between the {&> and the 
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{C}, given by +: Xj -+ p, where we define cj by &?(kgma) = A,(kgm”) ora, where 
k E K, g E ker(8), and ol EZ. Recalling thatfi = p(l) for 2 < i < r we see that 
the proof is complete. 
We complete his ection byapplying this work to a rather restricted case. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose M is a normal Sylow p-subgroup f G and that G/M 
is abelian. Suppose x is the set of prime divisors f pn - 1. Then, 
(i) G has a normal abelian Hall ?r’-subgroup. 
(ii) Co(m) is a normal subgroup of G and G/Co(m) is cyclic of orderpn - 1. 
(iii) Co(m) = Z(G) x M. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.5, k,f, = 0 for 1< i < h. Now the non-zero ki’s are 
the degrees ofthe irreducible characters of G/M. Because G/M is abelian, all 
these ki equal 1. By Theorem 3.4 we see that he non-zero fiare also equal to one. 
By Theorem 2.1 we see that either xi(l) = 1 or xi(l) = pn - 1, for 1< i < h. 
By a theorem of I. M. Isaacs and D. S. Passman [7, Theorem 3.11, G has a 
normal abelian Hall &-subgroup H,Co(H) Q G with G/Co(H) cyclic oforder 
pn - 1 and Co(H) = Z(G) x B, where B 4 G, and G/C,(H) acts fixed point 
freely onB. Now m E H, so C,(m) C Co(H). But 1 G : Co(m)/ = 1 G : Co(H)/ =
pn - 1. Therefore, C,(m) = Co(H). Because M is a normal Sylow p-subgroup 
of G, M has a complement K in G. Now K s G/M which is abelian. Therefore 
B = M completing the proof. 
4. THE GROUPS PSL(2, 2%) 
In this ection weinvestigate which groups may arise for a particular set of 
values for the fi’s. We obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose fi = 1 for 2 < i < h. Then p = 2, M is a Sylow 
2-subgroup f G and either 
(i) G/O(G) g PSL(2,2”) or 
(ii) IMl =2,/G:G’I =2,G’isabelianundgm=g1foreveryg~G’. 
(Fomyn obtained a classification of PSL(2,4) by assuming fi = 1 for 2< i < h 
and that G contained fewer than three pairwise non-equivalent irreducible 
representations of degree 2” - 1.) 
Proof. By Corollary 2.4, p = 2 and M is a Sylow 2-subgroup ofG. Now 
M C ker(xi) mplies fi= 0. Therefore Mo = G. Let N be a proper normal 
subgroup of G. Since non-identity elements ofM are conjugate within G, we 
have either N n M = (1) or M C N. Consequently, N n M = (1). It is 
481/58/z-13 
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easily seen that G/N obeys the hypotheses of the theorem. Two cases arise, 
depending onwhether or not G is solvable. 
Suppose G is solvable. It follows that M has a normal 2-complement O(G). 
If m, , m2 are non-identity elements ofM, then m, wG m2 . Consequently, 
ho m,N. Because G/O(G) E M, we must have j M j = 2. Now G = 
;t= (M, [M, O(G)]). So, O(G) = {[M, O(G)]) = G’. Suppose there xists 
a xj E Irr(G) such that $(l) > 2. Since 1G : G’ 1 = 2, G has 2 linear characters 
x1 and x2 say. Moreover, x’(m) = 1 and 2(m) = - 1. Because &, xi( 1) xi(m) =
0, we have 
i3 XV) x’(m) = 0 (4.1.1) 
By Theorem 2.1, $(m) = xi(l) - 2, for 3 < i < h. In order that (4.1.1) holds 
there must exist a x’ such that x’(m) < 0, where 3 < r < h. But, again by 
Theorem 2.l,f,. = (x’(1) - xr(m))/2. If x’(m) < 0, thenf,. # 1, a contradiction. 
Therefore, xi(l) = 2 for 3 < i < h. By a result of I. M. Isaacs and D. S. 
Passman [6, Theorem II], G has a normal abelian subgroup of index 2, i.e., G 
is abelian. Now M induces a group of automorphisms upon G’ and (1 M I, 
1 G’ I) = 1. It is easily seen that Theorem 5.2.3 of [5] can be extended tocover 
this case and we have G’ = [G’, M] x C,,(M). But G’ = [G’, M], from above. 
So C,,(M) = C,,(m) = (1). Th us m induces a fixed point free automorphism 
upon G’. It follows that gm = g-l for every gE G’. 
Now suppose that G is not solvable. Then, G/O(G) is a simple group which 
satisfies th  hypotheses of the theorem. J H. Walter, in[ll], classified non-
abelian finite simple groups with an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup. From [ll] we 
see that G/O(G) is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(i) PSL(2,2”), m > 1 
(ii) PSL(2, q), Q= 3 or 5 (modulo 8) 4 > 3 
(iii) A simple group H such that for each involution t of H, CH(t) =
(t} x A, where A is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), with 4 5 3 or 5 (modulo 8). 
We give an argument of Fomyn to show that G possesses an irreducible 
character ofdegree 2” - 1. From Theorem 2.2(ii), 2” &a xi(l) = 1 G /. 
But &, (x”(l))” = IG I. So, &a xi( l)(xi(l) - 2%) = -1. Consequently, 
there exists a xi where 2 < j < h such that xj( 1) < 2n. But fi = 1 implies that 
xi(l) > 2” - 1, by Theorem 2.1. So G possesses an irreducible character of 
degree 2” - 1. 
We consider the three possibilities for thestructure of G/O(G). In Case (ii), 
G has a Sylow 2-subgroup of order 4 (cf. [I, p. 691). So, G possesses an irreducible 
character of degree 3. From [2, p. 2281, we see that his implies Q is equal to 5. 
But PSL(2, 5) g PSL(2,4). So this exceptional occurence iscontained in
Case (i). 
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In Case (iii), 2. Janko and J. G. Thompson, in [9], show that either 4 = 5 or 
4 = 32r+1, where Y > 1. Janko, in [8], considered thecase 4= 5 and showed 
that he group arising isthe group named after him, Janko’s group of order 
175,560. A Sylow 2-subgroup ofthis group has order 8. However, from the 
character able obtained byJ. McKay in [lo] we see that Janko’s group does not 
possess anirreducible character of degree 7, contradicting he above argument. 
If 4 = 32r+i, where Y > 1, then, from [9, Lemma 2.11, a Sylow 2-subgroup of G
has order 8. Now G has a subgroup A e PSL(2, q), with 4 > 27. From 
[2, p. 2281 we see that PSL(2, q) p assesses no nonprincipal character of degree 
less than (Q - 1)/2 3 13. Thus A must be in the kernel of any character of 
degree 7, contradicting he simplicity of G. So we are reduced to considering 
Case (i). From [2, p. 2351 we see that PSL(2,2”) obeys the conditions f the 
theorem, for m > 1. Moreover, the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup ofPSL(2,29 
equals 2”from [I, p. 91. So, we do indeed have that G/O(G) z PSL(2,2”). 
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